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degree and in some only of its aspects; in the main, the
Commune was the spontaneous revolt, against alleged betrayal
by the central government, of a proud city, maddened by a long
siege, starvation, cold and prolonged danger, suddenly deter-
mined to take its destinies into its own hands. Only the siege
of Paris had made the Paris Commune possible. As however
the " betraying " governments—first that of Napoleon III.,
then that of Thiers—had been essentially middle-class govern-
ments, it proved easy to turn events into an appeal to the
workers against the possessing classes, and not merely to the
inhabitants of Paris against the authorities at Bordeaux or
Versailles. But, as Jules Favre, who had at first accused the
International of being at the bottom of the whole thing,
ultimately admitted, the Socialist elements there were in the
Commune gave it a certain physiognomy but by themselves
could have done nothing. The leaders of the Commune were
mainly outside the Socialist party and the specifically Socialist
points of its programme were very few. Whatever importance
the Commune ultimately acquired in the development of
French Socialism lay not so much in the movement itself as
in some of its results : the bourgeois class tended to see in it an
explosion of revolutionary Socialism, and as such repressed
it with a savagery the horror of which is not yet forgotten in
the French popular mind.1 As the Socialist paper L'Egalite
rightly remarked, nine years later (i8th March 1880), "the
historical consequences of the Commune, rather than its
programme or personnel, the morrow of the event, the hopes
and terrors it awoke from one end of the world to the other
had been carefully kept out of any share in the Revolution. "The French
section of the International tried to prevent this reaction carried on by the
bourgeois of the Hotel de Ville," and demanded immediate free municipal
elections (Cf. Seignobos, in Ristoire contentporaine, vol. vii., p. 251).
1 Not less than 20,000 were killed or summarily executed. Over 38,000
were arrested, including 1000 women and 650 children. The Figaro advocated
"-un coup de main pour en finir avec la vermine d&nocratique et sociale," and
Saf cey, the literary critic, beloved of middle-class orthodoxy, declared that
" des ali&ie's de cette espece en si grand nombre constituent pour la societe*
un si ^pouvantable danger qu'il n'y a plus d'autre p&ialite' que sa suppression
radicale-"" (Quoted by Bourgin, of, cit., p. 183).
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